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ABSTRACT

The mobile web-based knowledge sharing forum information system is one of the media that utilizes the internet as a means of gathering and discussing to exchange information for people who want to share their knowledge with people who have not yet studied. With this forum, the public can find out which regions are still taking a lot of education and can make organizations so that they can share their knowledge with the community. The process of creating a mobile web-based knowledge sharing forum information system by analyzing an existing system using the SDLC method. Mobile web-based knowledge sharing forum information system is one of the media that utilizes the internet as a means of gathering and discussing to exchange information for internet users who want to share their knowledge with people who have not yet studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Along with the development of today's technology in Indonesia, the internet has been widely recognized by all Indonesians as a means of finding information as well as a means of discussion to share information and to share the knowledge that they get. Based on information sources from Kominfo (Ministry of Communication and Informatics of the Republic of Indonesia), it is recorded that internet users in Indonesia are in the sixth position in the world. In terms of the number of internet users. In 2017, eMarketer estimates that Indonesia's netizens will reach 112 million people, beating Japan in 5th place, which has slower growth in the number of internet users.[1]. With the large number of internet users in Indonesia, the internet can be used as a medium for discussion to share knowledge with the Indonesian people in areas that have not yet received education or for those who have dropped out of school, using a smartphone.

According to Fachruddin (2016). In his research, he produced a community information system prototype for web-based JOTHI Jambi that could be further implemented to produce a community information system that could be implemented in an organization. The community information system prototype provided services in the form of information from the JHOTI Jambi organization. Where the discussion forum includes visitor discussions, member discussions, as well as criticism and suggestion services[2]. According to Victor Yuliyanto, Christine Dewi (2016), his research resulted in a knowledge sharing discussion forum application where after testing, it was found that the existence of a web-based knowledge sharing
application can support and can be used as a media for subject documentation.[3].

This research forum is made based on mobile web so that users can easily access the forum to share knowledge with smartphones, forum design uses the SDLC method, by using this method researchers can find it easy to analyze the needs used and the ease in designing the forum application.

Based on the description of the problem above, the researcher created a forum for a place to gather and discuss for people or users who want to share their knowledge with people in areas who have not received education or who have dropped out of school and invite other people to share their knowledge, this forum was created in the form of a mobile web so that it is easily accessible and more structured when opened using a smartphone. With this forum, the community or users can exchange information about areas that will be targeted to share knowledge, and can work together in forming a team when going into the field.

II. THEORETICAL BASIS

A. Information Systems Concept

According to Kadir (2014), an information system is a framework that coordinates resources (humans, computers) to convert input (input) into output (information), in order to achieve company goals.[4].

According to Henry C Lucas (1982: 35), which is translated by Jugianto HM, states that the information system is an activity of organized procedures, when executed it will provide information to support decision making and control within the organization.[5].

B. Forum

Forum is a forum or a meeting place for a community that has the same interest and purpose to freely exchange ideas on topics or issues related to the forum. In the large Indonesian dictionary forum is a noun which means 1) institution or body; container, 2) congregation, 3) meeting place to exchange ideas freely.[6] Meanwhile, according to the Cambridge Dictionary forum is a situation or meeting where people can talk about problems, especially those of the public's interest or concern[7].

C. Definition of Science

According to the Big Indonesian Dictionary (KBBI), science is defined as a knowledge about a field that is systematized according to certain methods, which can be used to apply certain symptoms in the field (knowledge), such as law, education, economics. etc.[8] According to J. Hababer (1972) Science is a result of human activity which is a collection of theories, methods, and practices and becomes an institution in society.

D. Website

According to Jhonsen (2004: 5) Website (Web Site) is a collection of web pages related to other files that are related. In a website, there is a page known as the home page. The home page is a page that is first seen when someone visits a website. From the home page, visitors can click on the hyperlink to move to another page on the website[9][10].

E. Web Mobile

The mobile web is a collection of browser-based html pages. which can be accessed using portable devices such as smartphones and gadgets or tablets via the internet or telecommunications network in the form of 3G, 4G, or wifi. This mobile web is designed to display text or image, audio and video data content or a combination of some content on the
screen of a smartphone and of course also influenced by screen size limitations and the type of touch screen.[11] - [13]

III. METHODS

A. Method of collecting data
The data used in this study are as follows:

1. Observation Method
   At this stage the researchers conducted direct observations in the Tanggamus area by looking at the community education and seeing the activeness of the community in using information technology to obtain the required data.

2. Literature Method
   At this stage the researchers carried out the library method obtained from references from previous journals and books. In this literature method, the researcher studies and summarizes the references obtained.

B. Systems Development Method
   According to Muhammad Muslihudin and Oktafianto (2016) the SDLC method (System Development Life Cycle, System Life Cycle) or Systems Life Cycle, in systems engineering and software engineering, is the process of creating and modifying systems and models and methodologies used to develop these systems. In software engineering, the SDLC concept underlies many types of software development methodologies. These methodologies form a framework for planning and controlling the creation of information systems, namely the software development process. SDLC is also a pattern taken to develop a software system, which consists of the following stages: plan (planning), analysis (analysis), design (design), implementation (implementation),[14].

1. Plan (planning)
   At this stage the researcher will design the system and system requirements such as system modeling design, database and mobile web design design.

2. Analysis (Analysys)
   At this stage the researcher analyzes the hardware and software requirements to be used.

3. Design (Design)
   At the design stage of this research, the researcher determines the design of the mobile web-based knowledge sharing forum, in this case the researcher uses DFD (Data Flow Diagram) as a system design for the forum, then the researcher also uses the HTML and PHP programming languages to create a structure and appearance. Forum, The database used in this forum is the MySQL database.

4. Implementation (Implementation)
   The implementation at this stage is the series or creation of a knowledge-sharing forum that has gone through the previous stages, at this implementation stage the forum will be based on a mobile web or appear responsive which will make it easier to access using a smartphone.

5. Testing
   At this stage the researcher will test the mobile web-based knowledge sharing forum that has been made to suit the system's requirements.

6. Processing (maintenance)
   At this stage the researcher evaluates the results obtained by the application of the mobile web-based information sharing forum system. During that time, maintenance was carried out on the mobile web that had been made, so that
the mobile web forum did not experience a problem.

C. Research Framework
This research framework explains the stages of research, based on the flowchart above, the research starts with the identification and determination of the title, then the next stage is to determine the aims and objectives of the research, after this stage is complete, it continues into the research method, in this research method there are two stages, namely the method. data collection and system development methods, in data collection methods used observation methods and literature methods. After this stage is completed, the next stage is design design, in this stage the researcher determines the entire design that will be used for making the system, after determining the design design, then the next stage of system implementation.

A. System Design Using DFD
This section explains the context diagram of the knowledge sharing forum. The context diagram itself describes the overall process in the knowledge sharing forum system. And also explains the relationship between the system and external entities which include users and admins.

Figure 3. Context diagram

This section explains DFD level 1, which is where the data flow process is shown in more detail with 9 processes including admin login, user registration, user data management, user login, category data management, post data management, comment data management, post admin data management, and manage admin comment data.

Figure 4. DFD level 1
This section describes DFD level 1 from the more detailed post user data management process which includes user login, post data input and see the list of posts.

![Figure 5. DFD level 1 manage post user data](image)

DFD level 1 is a more detailed post admin data management process which includes admin login, post data input, see list of posts and delete post data.

![Figure 6. DFD Level 1 Manage Post Admin Data](image)

The data relation for the knowledge sharing forum can be drawn as shown below.

![Figure 8. Data relations](image)

**F. Interface Design**

In this section there is a form containing the username and password for admin login.

![Figure 9. Admin Login Page](image)

Furthermore, in the Admin menu there is a navigation menu and the name of the website in the header section, then there is a list of posts that admin can read by selecting the detail button.
G. Implementation

This login page is the beginning when a user opens the website. On this page, users who don't have an account can register on this initial page.

The navigation menu can be opened by selecting the button in the upper right corner of the website, this menu contains the user login form after registration to enter the knowledge sharing forum.
After logging in, the user will go to the forum home page, on this page the user can see a list of posts according to the posted area category, and can also comment on other user's posts posted by selecting the view button. On this page there is also a navigation menu where there is an option to create posts for the user and the option to log out.

On the in page the user after seeing another user's post on the home page can respond by entering a comment into the post.
This Admin Home page is the page after logging in using the admin account. On this page the admin can see posts from users that will automatically appear on the page and can manage existing posts.

In this admin navigation menu, admins can see the admin menu which can manage and manage user accounts and user post topics, and can add regional categories to be included in this website forum.

V. CONCLUSION

From the results of the discussion, it can be concluded that the creation of a mobile web-based knowledge sharing forum information system using HTML and MySql databases is easy to access because the forum supports smartphone display so it is more effective and efficient. The mobile web-based information sharing forum information system is one of the media that utilizes the internet as a means of gathering and discussing to exchange information for internet users who want to share their knowledge with people who have not yet taken education.
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